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The replication crisis in psychology has led to question popular phenomena such as ego depletion, which has
been criticized after studies failed to replicate. Here, we describe limitations in the literature that contributed to
these failures and suggest how they may be addressed. At the theoretical level, the literature focuses on two
out of at least eight identified auxiliary hypotheses. Thus, the majority of the hypotheses related to the three
core assumptions of the ego-depletion theory have been overlooked, thereby preventing the rejection of the
theory as a whole. At the experimental level, we argue that the low replicability of ego-depletion studies could
be explained by the absence of a comprehensive, integrative, and falsifiable definition of self-control, which is
central to the concept of ego depletion; by an unclear or absent distinction between ego depletion and mental
fatigue, two phenomena that rely on different processes; and by the low validity of the tasks used to induce
ego depletion. Finally, we make conceptual and methodological suggestions for a more rigorous investigation
of ego depletion, discuss the necessity to take into account its dynamic and multicomponent nature, and sug-
gest using the term self-control fatigue instead.
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Originally, ego depletion referred to a temporary reduction in
the capacity to engage in self-control (e.g., controlling behavior,

making choices, initiating an action), caused by prior self-control
exertion that depleted a common resource (Baumeister et al.,
1998). Ego depletion was construed as a state of impaired self-
control that could evolve. This construal contrasted with
approaches that considered self-control to be a trait (Tangney et
al., 2004; for a discussion about self-control state and trait, see
de Ridder et al., 2018)1.

Baumeister et al. tested their theory with the sequential-task
paradigm. Ego depletion was indexed by comparing self-control
performance in individuals who had previously performed an ini-
tial self-control act with individuals who had not. The first
attempt to falsify ego-depletion theory compared three self-con-
trol conditions: high self-control, low self-control, and no self-
control (Baumeister et al., 1998). After the initial self-control
manipulation, participants were instructed to solve an unsolvable
puzzle. Consistent with ego-depletion theory, results showed that
participants in the high self-control group withdrew from the
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1 The relationship between individual differences in self-control (e.g.,
trait self-control) and situational differences in self-control (e.g., ego
depletion) is not well articulated. Yet, meta-analyses and multi-lab
replications showed trait self-control seems unrelated to ego-depletion
(Dang et al., 2021; Dang et al., 2017; Vohs et al., 2021), despite two studies
that concluded it could be a moderator (DeWall et al., 2007; Gailliot et al.,
2007).
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puzzle task sooner than the participants in the other groups.
However, despite a brief discussion, authors did not formulate
specific propositions regarding ego-depletion mechanisms and
components.

Ego Depletion From a Resource Perspective and From
Alternative Perspectives

After the first publication by Baumeister et al. researchers
adopted a narrow perspective of ego depletion, by proposing that
self-control exertion consumes a limited resource (Baumeister et
al., 2000; Muraven & Baumeister, 2000). Baumeister had used
the metaphor that self-control resembles a muscle that gets tired
after an initial effort (Baumeister et al., 2007), and initially, this
approach was widely supported by empirical studies. However,
few studies explored what this resource could be (Friese et al.,
2019), and those who did were among the most controversial.
Hence, the first critics emerged in 2010; questioning Gailliot,
Baumeister, et al. (2007) and rejecting the hypothesis of glucose
as a marker of self-control resources (Kurzban, 2010; Molden et
al., 2012; Schimmack, 2012; Vadillo et al., 2016).
At the same time, a process model of ego depletion was pro-

posed, which suggested that an initial act of self-control impairs
subsequent self-control by reducing the motivation for control and
the attention to the cues responsible for triggering such control,
and by increasing the motivation to act based on impulses and the
attention toward rewarding cues (Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012).
To our knowledge, only a single study found that motivation was
significantly associated with an ego-depletion effect (Schmeichel
et al., 2010), whereas other studies found no association (e.g.,
Boucher & Kofos, 2012; Clarkson et al., 2010; Muraven et al.,
2008; Vohs et al., 2021).
Another approach, the opportunity cost model, proposed that an

initial self-control effort induces a redirection of computational
processes (i.e., a priority shift) toward a task that optimizes costs
and benefits (e.g., exit a self-control task), which could explain an
apparently impaired subsequent self-control act (Kurzban et al.,
2013). Finally, the “reinvention” of ego depletion theory (Lin et
al., 2020) proposes that a subsequent self-control decrement is
explained by disengagement from the necessity to control the self,
which results in a reduced response caution rather than inhibition
(Baumeister, 2014).
Although promising, these alternative perspectives have rarely

been empirically supported and were often considered as merely
competing theories (Baumeister, 2018; Baumeister & Vohs, 2016b).

Ego Depletion Controversies

Meta-Analyses, Failed and Successful Replications

In 2010; a meta-analysis concluded that the effect size of ego
depletion was medium-to-large (d = .62; Hagger et al., 2010).
However, others noted that this meta-analysis relied on small-
study effects and publication bias, and overestimated the aggre-
gated effect size due to inappropriate corrections (Carter &
McCullough, 2013, 2014). This led the authors to the conclusion
that ego-depletion effect size was not distinguishable from zero

(Carter et al., 2015; see Friese et al., 2019; for a review of
responses to these criticisms).

In an attempt to address this criticism, Hagger et al. (2016) con-
ducted a multilab preregistered replication project, which included
2141 participants and independent tests of the phenomenon in the
23 participating labs. Results were consistent with a null effect of
ego depletion “for the current paradigm” (Hagger et al., 2016, p.
556). This absence of effect was replicated in studies using fre-
quentist statistics (e.g., Lurquin & Miyake, 2017; Radel et al.,
2019; Vadillo et al., 2018) and Bayesian statistics (e.g., Etherton
et al., 2018; Vohs et al., 2021). One of the most recent multilab
replication (Vohs et al., 2021; k = 36, n = 3,531) used a “paradig-
matic replication approach”, to overcome some limits of other
multilab replications. Principal investigators recruited ego-deple-
tion experts to develop the protocol and an advisory board with no
involvement in past ego-depletion studies to develop preregistra-
tions and statistical models. Finally, they randomly assigned one
of two possible protocols to each lab. The first protocol used the
letter-e task to induce ego depletion (i.e., participants had to cross
out all “e” letters within a printed text), and persistence on unsolv-
able puzzles to measure it. The second protocol used a writing task
to induce ego depletion (participants had to write a story with or
without difficult instructions) and the Cognitive Estimation test to
measure it. Despite these efforts, Bayesian and frequentist analy-
ses did not find evidence supporting ego depletion. To defend their
replication failures, the authors claimed that replicability is not
central to determine if a phenomenon exists or not (e.g., “e.g.,o
depletion happens sometimes but not all the time” Baumeister,
2019), which conflicts with other studies stressing that a phenom-
enon is not reliable if not consistently replicated (e.g., Coles et al.,
2018; Ioannidis, 2005; Open Science Collaboration, 2015).

Recently, a meta-analysis (Dang Björklund et al., 2017) showed
a significant ego depletion effect on the capacity to remain focused
on a goal. Another “updated” meta-analysis (Dang, 2018) showed
that ego-depletion effect size was smaller than originally thought,
but significant (g = .38, for all depletion tasks), especially when
only “reliable depletion tasks were considered” (g = .42). Another
multilab replication study (Dang et al., 2021) found a small but
significant ego-depletion effect (d = .16), especially among partici-
pants who had invested effort in the earlier depleting task. Finally,
two high-powered studies supported ego depletion and suggested
this phenomenon impairs attentional processes (Garrison et al.,
2019; Lin et al., 2020).

A Statistical-Power Issue

Authors have argued that “if the true ego-depletion effect was
zero, empirical studies should not consistently reveal null effects”
(Friese et al., 2019, p. 9). If publication bias was the main reason
for the significant ego depletion effects reported in the literature,
as sometimes stated (e.g., Vadillo, 2019), there should be several
significant reverse-depletion effects to support that ego depletion
does not exist. If among 100 results, 50 turn out to be nonsignifi-
cant, it is tempting to think that the effect does not exist, but if the
50 remaining results show an effect in the same direction, that is
unlikely to happen only by chance (Dienes, 2008). This pattern of
results, observed in the ego-depletion literature (Friese et al.,
2019), may instead highlight a statistical-power issue, fostered by
the incorrect and overestimated effect size reported in the first
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meta-analysis (Hagger et al., 2010). Indeed, if 66 participants are
required to detect an effect of d = .62 (Hagger et al., 2010), it
would result in a power of 39%, 33%, or 10% for an effect size of
g = .42, g = .38, or d = .16, respectively. These effect sizes are
those recently identified (Dang, 2018; Dang et al., 2021). In other
words, with a sample size of 66 participants and updated effect
sizes, the risk of finding a nonsignificant result even when the phe-
nomenon exists would range from 61% to 90%.
In sum, ego-depletion literature is heterogeneous and inconsis-

tent. We argue that this does not necessarily demonstrate the non-
existence of the phenomenon but may rather indicate the presence
of theoretical and methodological limitations. The following sec-
tions describe and discuss these potential limitations.

Theoretical Considerations: From Ego Depletion to
Self-Control Fatigue as a Multicomponent

Phenomenon

Studies that have investigated the existence of ego depletion
were often limited by their theoretical imprecision and by meth-
odological issues that impaired the reliability of the results. More-
over, the term ego depletion may have been a misnomer.
Originally, the word “ego” was chosen because it referred to the
“part of the psyche that must deal with the reality of the external
world” (Baumeister et al., 1998, p. 1253). The word “depletion”
was then chosen to characterize the exhaustion of the ego. Nowa-
days, Freudian theories are less accepted as scientific than in the
past, and ego often refers to a large set of self-identity constructs
(e.g., Loevinger, 2014). To date, studies have focused on a reduc-
tion rather than a depletion (i.e., a total exhaustion) of self-control.
As stressed by some authors, the field of ego-depletion has been

dominated by opposition and limitations for too long (Friese et al.,
2019). We aim to provide a new theoretical model built on an inte-
grative approach of ego-depletion perspectives. To be more accu-
rate about the nature of the phenomenon, we propose to use new
terminology. Thus, the term “self-control fatigue” will be pre-
ferred to “ego-depletion” as the latter is now often associated with
the restrictive muscle metaphor, whereas “self-control fatigue” is
meant to convey the multicomponent aspect of the phenomenon.
The following sections will clarify the components and processes
underlying self-control fatigue, as well as their interactions, pres-
ent the theoretical limitations of the ego-depletion literature, and
describe the self-control fatigue theory. Then, we discuss meth-
odological issues in the ego-depletion literature, and suggest em-
pirical lines of research to disprove, update or support this theory.
In these sections, “self-control fatigue” will refer to our theoretical
and empirical propositions, and “ego-depletion” will be used to
discuss past studies.

The Three Components of Self-Control Fatigue

If we gather together the scattered and conflicting ego-depletion
perspectives, and consider recent promising empirical results from
the mental-fatigue literature (e.g., Mlynski et al., 2021), we can
propose that self-control fatigue has three main components:
self-control resources, self-control willingness and self-control
capacity. These components predict the ability to perform an ini-
tial self-control act. This initial act can temporarily affect each
component, making it less efficient for a subsequent self-control

act. Our self-control fatigue theory proposes that an initial self-
control act induces temporary reductions in self-control resources,
willingness and/or2 capacity (i.e., the three components), which
lead to an impaired subsequent self-control act (i.e., the behavioral
outcome). With this proposition, we formulate two hypotheses, (a)
an initial self-control act impairs a subsequent one; and (b) self-
control components mediate the phenomenon. Accordingly, self-
control fatigue theory is falsified if an initial self-control act does
not lead to a reduced subsequent self-control act, or if the phenom-
enon does not rely on any of the aforementioned components.
Figure 1 summarizes this original two-step process (inspired by
Baumeister et al., 1998; Kotabe & Hofmann, 2015).

Self-Control Resources3

These refer to the objective and subjective amounts of energy
available for the self to initiate a self-control act (Clarkson et al.,
2016; Kotabe & Hofmann, 2015). These energetic markers could
be psychological (e.g., captured by a self-reported questionnaire),
such as perceived energy (e.g., Clarkson et al., 2010), perceived
vitality (e.g., Rouse et al., 2013; Ryan & Deci, 2008), perceived
depletion (e.g., Baumeister et al., 1998; Clarkson et al., 2010;
2011, 2016; Francis et al., 2018; Mead et al., 2009; Vohs et al.,
2021); or physiological, such as cardiac frequency, vagal activity,
and beta-adrenergic activation (Laborde et al., 2018; Wright et al.,
2019; Wright & Mlynski, 2019).

Self-Control Willingness3

This is the volition or motivation to engage in a second self-con-
trol act (Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012) or represents the priority of
the self-control act (Kurzban et al., 2013). These concepts can be
operationalized by the score on a questionnaire asking whether
participants are motivated to engage in a self-control act (e.g.,
Muraven & Slessareva, 2003; Vohs et al., 2013, 2021).

Self-Control Capacity3

This is the top-down mental process that makes the self-control
act possible (e.g., executive functions; Hofmann et al., 2012). The
authors proposed that working memory, inhibition, and cognitive
flexibility represent self-control capacity (Hofmann et al., 2014;
Hofmann et al., 2012; Pfeffer & Strobach, 2017). Operationalizing
these concepts can be done through behavioral markers such as
reaction time (RT) and errors in cognitive tasks (Baumeister et al.,
1998; Dang, 2018; Hagger et al., 2010; Muraven & Slessareva,
2003) and brain activity can be analyzed using neuroimaging tech-
niques such as electroencephalography (e.g., Inzlicht & Gutsell,
2007; Wang & Yang, 2014) or functional MRI (e.g., Berkman &
Miller-Ziegler, 2013; Hedgcock et al., 2012).

2 Yet, it is difficult to conclude whether these three components are all
involved in self-control fatigue. See section “Determining components
independencies and their role in self-control fatigue” for a discussion and
perspectives.

3 Self-control resources, willingness, and capacity are at the cognitive
level of analysis. The self-control act is the outcome at the behavioral level
of analysis (Friese et al., 2019).
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Self-Control Act3

Self-control act refers to the behavioral implementation of the
self-control capacity (Kotabe & Hofmann, 2015) that aims to
resolve a motivational conflict (de Ridder et al., 2018; Fujita,
2011; Gillebaart, 2018). The operationalization of this concept is
measured by temptation yielding (Baumeister et al., 1998; Friese
et al., 2015; Sellahewa & Mullan, 2015), as well as physical or
cognitive performance maintenance or success on self-control
tasks.
Some ego-depletion articles have suggested that particular com-

ponents should be rejected, for example, “self-control depletion is
not some mysterious result of lost self-control resources but rather
the result of shifts in motivation” (Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012, p.
452). Over the years, ego depletion has been observed mainly
through one marker (i.e., the self-control act), with a hypothesis
related to the decrease of a single component (i.e., the self-control
resource). We contend for two main reasons that this narrow char-
acterization of ego depletion should be updated into a more com-
prehensive definition of self-control fatigue (e.g., de Ridder et al.,
2018; Hirt et al., 2016; Kotabe & Hofmann, 2015) including the
three aforementioned components. First, ego-depletion literature
never addressed empirically the relative weight of these compo-
nents in the process of self-control fatigue. Therefore, each of
these components may be sufficient for its emergence. It follows
that discarding the existence of one of the components cannot fully
discard the existence of self-control fatigue. Second, these compo-
nents seem theoretically interconnected, which weakens their iso-
lation based on theoretical argument.
To clarify which processes are involved in self-control fatigue,

the main ego-depletion literature limitations (i.e., a too narrow
approach to the phenomenon) need to be overcome and self-con-
trol fatigue should be investigated as a multicomponent phenom-
enon. Based on this theoretical shift, empirical studies could focus

on evaluating the relative weight of these components and their
interaction. In sum, overlooking the multicomponent nature of
self-control fatigue may have resulted in a limited understanding
and undue rejection of the ego-depletion theory.

Determining Components Independencies and Their
Role in Self-Control Fatigue

Currently, it is difficult to estimate whether the three compo-
nents of self-control fatigue and the outcome are independent. For
example, one may argue that self-control resources and self-con-
trol willingness are so thinly interconnected theoretically that they
could refer to a single construct. First, if the authors assumed that
the concept of resources has to be preferred to the concept of will-
ingness (Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012), or vice versa (e.g., Bau-
meister & Vohs, 2007), it seems reasonable to assume that they
are distinct. Then, theoretical propositions such as the integrative
model of self-control (Kotabe & Hofmann, 2015), which aims to
identify predictors of a self-control act, stated that self-control
capacity, self-control motivation and self-control act are distinct
components, independent but correlated.

At the empirical level, one study showed that self-control
capacity (e.g., inhibition) was affected by a previous self-control
act, suggesting that self-control capacity and self-control act are
distinct, although the strength of their association remains
unknown (Christiansen et al., 2012). Similarly, other authors
showed that if self-control resources are increased for ego-
depleted individuals, ego depletion could be counteracted, sug-
gesting self-control resources and willingness are distinct predic-
tors of a self-control act (Muraven & Slessareva, 2003). Recently,
a study jointly assessed self-control capacity (i.e., inhibition) and
self-control resources (i.e., perceived fatigue; Lin et al., 2020); and
another jointly assessed self-control resources (i.e., perceived fa-
tigue) and self-control willingness (i.e., perceived motivation;

Figure 1
Two-Step Process of the Multicomponent Self-Control Fatigue Phenomenon

Note. This figure is inspired from the integrative self-control model by Kotabe and Hofmann (2015) and applies this model to self-
control fatigue. Self-control fatigue is the temporary reduction or shift of self-control resources, willingness and/or capacity resulting
from an initial effortful self-control act and impairing a subsequent effortful self-control act. Self-control resources are the objective
and subjective amount of energy available for the self to initiate a self-control act. Self-control willingness is the volition or motiva-
tion to engage in a second self-control act. Self-control capacity is the cognitive top-down mental processes (e.g., executive func-
tions) making the self-control act possible. A self-control act is the act of self-control itself, which could be successful or
unsuccessful. The double arrows suggest self-control resources, willingness, and capacity are correlated. Recently, authors have pro-
posed that self-control effort and perceived difficulty are additional components that predict the act of self-control. However, because
these potential components have not been supported by empirical evidence, they are not included in this figure.
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Vohs et al., 2021). Our reanalysis of these data sets revealed that
self-control capacity and resources were significantly and nega-
tively related, but with a small effect size (r = �.03, p , .001).
Similarly, self-control resources were significantly and positively
correlated with self-control willingness, but also with a small
effect size (r = .13, p = ,.001), which reveals a small amount of
shared variance (i.e., a small overlapping, .01% and 1.69%,
respectively; see Supplementary Material 2). This preliminary evi-
dence provides support for the assumption that the three compo-
nents of self-control fatigue are distinct, but future self-control
fatigue research should clarify this point.
Through the multicomponent approach, future studies could go

beyond current debates that focus on which single component pro-
duces the depletion effect. Studies could consider the three compo-
nents together to statistically investigate (a) the extent to which
they are interconnected (e.g., correlation coefficients and shared
variance); (b) whether their concurrent shifts produce the self-con-
trol fatigue effect (e.g., identify significant relations between all
shifts or only one shift, and the subsequent self-control act,
through regression); (c) the extent to which these shifts explain the
phenomenon (e.g., explained variance comparisons between
resources shift and willingness shift, through regression); and (d)
whether one component could be rejected in favor of another
because it is ineffective or weak (e.g., effect size comparisons
between resources shift and willingness shift, through regression,
null effect of resources shift when considering motivation shift
through equivalence tests).

Self-Control Fatigue Theory From a Lakatosian
Perspective

Rejecting a hypothesis is different from rejecting a theory. Statis-
tical tests provide evidence in favor of one hypothesis or another,
based on data. However, results favoring or rejecting a hypothesis
do not inform about the veracity of a theory. Ego-depletion theory
has been tested and rejected solely based on statistical evidence
against a particular hypothesis (e.g., Schimmack, 2016; Vohs et al.,
2021). We propose to go further and to estimate the level of confi-
dence that could be assigned to self-control fatigue theory through
the Lakatosian approach and the systematic replications framework
(Dienes, 2008; Lakatos, 1978; Uygun Tunç & Tunç, 2020; for
reviews). In their method, the authors differentiate the core assump-
tions of a theory from auxiliary hypotheses. The core assumptions
refer to the concepts. The auxiliary hypotheses represent falsifiable
operationalizations of these abstract concepts. Accordingly, the
three self-control fatigue components are the core assumptions of
the theory and their operationalizations correspond to the falsifiable
auxiliary hypotheses that can be tested. To measure theory veracity,
the authors propose that researchers should accumulate evidence
from direct replications (i.e., replications based on similar opera-
tionalizations) and from conceptual replications (i.e., replications
based on different operationalizations). Only the accumulation of
evidence related to different auxiliary assumptions (i.e., different
operationalizations) of each core theoretical assumption will eluci-
date the veracity of the theory as a whole. Figure 2 illustrates a
Lakatosian perspective of the self-control fatigue theory, based on
the ego-depletion literature.

Theoretical Considerations for Future Self-Control
Fatigue Research

Rejections of ego-depletion core assumptions and theory
were based on rejections of isolated auxiliary hypotheses
related to isolated core assumptions, contrary to recommen-
dations (Dienes, 2008; Uygun Tunç & Tunç, 2020). For
example, the glucose model rejection, an auxiliary hypothe-
sis of the core assumption of self-control resources, led to
the rejection of both the resources’ core assumption (e.g.,
Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012), and the whole theory (e.g.,
Schimmack, 2016). Self-control fatigue studies need to over-
come this systemic ego-depletion limitation by exploring a
variety of auxiliary hypotheses, to draw reliable conclusions
about the core assumptions and the entire theory. Table 1
summarizes the theoretical limits of ego-depletion literature,
and the proposed perspectives for self-control fatigue
research.

In sum, some auxiliary hypotheses have been rejected, which
suggests that ego-depletion theory might be false. However,
multiple auxiliary hypotheses pertaining to different core
assumptions have not been investigated or have been insuffi-
ciently investigated. To move forward and conclude that self-
control fatigue is a multicomponent phenomenon, a more com-
prehensive investigation of these auxiliary hypotheses is
required. Moreover, because of methodological limitations,
some ego-depletion studies could not be considered as tests of
the phenomenon (e.g., Dang, 2018; de Ridder et al., 2018; Fri-
ese et al., 2019; Lurquin & Miyake, 2017).

Methodological Limitations of Ego-Depletion
Literature That Self-Control Fatigue Studies Must

Overcome, and Potential Solutions

Limitation 1: The Need for Accurate, Comprehensive,
and Falsifiable Definitions

Over the years, ego depletion definition deviated from Baumeis-
ter's original version, which referred to a temporary reduction in
the self’s capacity to engage in a self-control act, due to a prior
self-control act (Baumeister et al., 1998). For example, Lin et al.
(2020) defined ego depletion as feeling tired after a mental effort.
Other referred to deficits in persistence and performance on cogni-
tive and motor tasks after a self-regulatory effort (Segerstrom &
Nes, 2007), or to impaired performance after any behavior’s moni-
toring and modification (Vohs et al., 2005). Inaccurate definitions
contributed to inaccurate conclusions that increased the confusion
in the ego-depletion literature. This confusion also originated from
a multitude of definitions of self-control (see Gillebaart, 2018; for
a review), which has increased the likelihood of results that are in-
valid and lack replicability (Ioannidis, 2005). Moreover, defini-
tions such as “monitoring and modifying behavior” to define self-
control (Vohs et al., 2005) or “feeling depleted” or “a state where
mental resources for self-regulation are minimal” to define ego
depletion (Unger & Stahlberg, 2011; Wolff et al., 2013), are so
vague that they are almost impossible to falsify, making the related
theories “bad theories” (Popper, 1935).
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Perspective 1: Acknowledging the Importance of Self-
Control, Effortful Strategies, and Motivational Conflict in
the Definition of Self-Control Fatigue

In line with previous work (e.g., Lurquin & Miyake, 2017), we
contend that accurate, comprehensive, and falsifiable definitions of
self-control and self-control fatigue are required for replicable self-
control fatigue research. We consider that a consensus needs to be
reached for defining self-control as the self-regulation process by
which an individual resolves a motivational conflict through either
an effortless or effortful strategy (Fujita, 2011; Gillebaart, 2018;
Milyavskaya et al., 2019). According to this definition, self-control
operates only for conflict resolution, not for other regulatory proc-
esses such as goal setting. Effortless self-control strategies are auto-
matic and do not require self-control resources or willingness (e.g.,
asymmetric cognitive associations, Fishbach et al., 2003). Thus,
they are not related to the self-control fatigue phenomenon and will

not be discussed further. Effortful self-control strategies are reflec-
tive and rely on self-control resources and willingness (e.g., tempta-
tion avoidance, Ent et al., 2015; temptation reappraisals, Fujita &
Han, 2009; effortful inhibition, Muraven & Baumeister, 2000), and
are thus the only strategies that could induce self-control fatigue.
This definition of self-control is specific, falsifiable, and focuses on
situational conflict resolution strategies (i.e., in-situ states of self-
control), unlike definitions based on general tendencies (i.e., trait
self-control). Since ego depletion was considered to be a state rather
than a trait of impaired self-control, we argue that it is appropriate
to use a state definition of self-control to approach self-control fa-
tigue. This could improve future research designs because it does
not conflate two constructs that have similarities but are neverthe-
less different (for a review, see de Ridder et al., 2018). Finally, this
updated definition stresses that several effortful self-control strat-
egies exist and that only effortful strategies can induce self-control
fatigue. Based on this definition, different effortful self-control

Figure 2
A Lakatosian Perspective of the Self-Control Fatigue Theory, With Its Core Assumptions and Auxiliary Hypotheses

Note. In the literature, perceived fatigue and perceived resources have mainly been assessed based on self-reported measures;
cardiovascular response and glucose have mainly been assessed based on physiological measures; inhibition and attention have
mainly been assessed based on behavioral markers (e.g., reaction time, accuracy), and inhibition has also been assessed based on
neuroimaging markers. This figure is an epistemological representation of the literature. For information regarding core assump-
tions and auxiliary hypotheses interactions, see Figure 1. The conclusion regarding the current state of the literature (i.e., “dis-
cussed”, “supported” or “lack of empirical evidence”) are based on the literature. See the online article for the color version of
this figure.
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strategies might induce self-control fatigue, such as temptation inhi-
bition and temptation avoidance. Moreover, this definition could
help task selection by considering whether a task requires an effort-
ful self-control strategy or an effortless one, the latter making self-
control fatigue unlikely.
Based on the above recommendations, we define self-control fa-

tigue as a temporary impaired effortful self-control act caused by an
initial effortful self-control act that aimed to resolve a motivational
conflict and decreased self-control resources, willingness and/or
capacity (see Figure 1). Several studies initially intended to investi-
gate ego depletion are not within the scope of this definition. For
example, some studies manipulated mental or cognitive effort (e.g.,
Englert et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2020), whereas this type of effort
does not necessarily include self-control fatigue components.
Others used tasks unrelated to self-control or conflict resolution,
which are essential for ego-depletion investigation (e.g., Finkel et
al., 2006). As such, these studies may not have actually tested ego
depletion (Lurquin & Miyake, 2017). We argue that rigorous empir-
ical studies based on this specific and falsifiable definition of self-
control fatigue are required to test the phenomenon.
To our knowledge, no ego-depletion study, even ambitious proj-

ects such as the recent multilab replications (Dang et al., 2021;
Hagger et al., 2016; Vohs et al., 2021), considered this updated
and falsifiable definition of self-control. Instead they considered
self-control to be “the extent to which an individual can override a
dominant response in favor of an alternative, more effortful course
of action” (Hagger et al., 2016; p. 547) or “alter a predominant
response tendency, control impulses, and engage in volitional
behavior” (Vohs et al., 2021; p. 3 of the preprint version). As

stressed by several authors (e.g., de Ridder et al., 2018; Duckworth
et al., 2018; Fujita, 2011; Gillebaart, 2018), these definitions are
too narrow, overlap with definitions of inhibition (Diamond,
2013), and ignore an important aspect of self-control: the motiva-
tional-conflict resolution.

Similarly, inaccurate definitions of self-control have contributed
to the unclear definition of ego-depletion. For example, definitions
such as “using self-control on an initial task renders subsequent
self-control less successful than if not deployed earlier” (Vohs et
al., 2021) does not permit an accurate understanding of the proc-
esses involved, or the ability to falsify them. Such limitations have
weakened the validity of results of ego-depletion studies and
should be overcome in the future. We recommend adopting the
more accurate and up-to-date definition of self-control proposed in
the recent literature, which stresses effortful self-control strategies.
Finally, if researchers are interested in inducing self-control fa-
tigue, we recommend ignoring effortless self-control strategies
that are not supposed to trigger this phenomenon.

Limitation 2: The Need for a Clear Distinction Between
Self-Control Fatigue, Cognitive Effort, andMental
Fatigue

The original assumption of ego-depletion theory was that an effort-
ful self-control act induces self-control impairment (Baumeister et al.,
1998; Lurquin & Miyake, 2017). Some studies drifted away from this
original assumption and stated that ego depletion means to “feel tired
or depleted after exerting mental effort” (e.g., Lin et al., 2020; p. 1).
However, as assumptions have changed, accuracy and falsifiability

Table 1
Theoretical Considerations for Future Self-Control Fatigue Research

Core assumptions
(i.e., the components)

Theoretical limits of the
ego-depletion literature

Theoretical perspectives for
self-control fatigue studies

Self-control capacity Used to draw conclusions about the whole theory.
Focused on a particular auxiliary hypothesis
related to a single core assumption of the theory.
Dominated by behavioral studies that tested
whether self-control capacity or the self-control
act is different between individuals who per-
formed an initial depleting task and individuals
who did not. Often mixed results, depending on
the auxiliary hypotheses considered (e.g., behav-
ioral markers versus neural markers, Wang &
Yang, 2014). Often confuses between the
capacity for self-control (i.e., the process) and
the self-control act (i.e., the behavior) (e.g.,
Hagger et al., 2016).

Test a variety of auxiliary hypotheses to draw reli-
able conclusions about the role of this compo-
nent. Theoretically distinguish the three core
assumptions (i.e., the three components) from
the outcome of the processes (i.e., the
reductions)

Self-control resources Rejects the role within the phenomenon of self-
control resources (i.e., the core assumption) on
the phenomenon (e.g., Inzlicht & Schmeichel,
2012) and the entire ego-depletion theory (e.g.,
Schimmack, 2016; Vadillo, 2019) based on the
rejection of the glucose model (i.e., a single aux-
iliary hypothesis).

Investigate other auxiliary hypotheses, such as per-
ceived energy, perceived vitality, and cardiovas-
cular responses, to inform this core assumption.

Self-control willingness Core assumption that received the least considera-
tion. Supported almost exclusively by theoretical
propositions (e.g., motivation shift model,
Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012; priority shift
model, Kurzban et al., 2013) that have not been
empirically tested.

Investigate the role of this core assumption on the
self-control fatigue phenomenon. Investigate a
variety of auxiliary hypotheses related to self-
control willingness (i.e., a variety of operational-
izations, such as motivation, priority).
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may have been lost in the process. This statement implies that any
task requiring cognitive effort produces ego depletion, which may not
be the case when two different concepts are merged: ego depletion
and mental fatigue. A meta-analysis suggested that this semantic
merger was not problematic and concluded that ego depletion and
mental-fatigue tasks produce similar effects on subsequent tasks
(Giboin & Wolff, 2019). Yet, we contend that this conclusion should
be treated cautiously for at least four reasons. First, half of the ego-
depletion studies considered in the meta-analysis were based on tasks
such as labyrinth, arithmetic, and mental-imagery tasks, which have
been criticized due to their lack of sensitivity in capturing the ego-
depletion phenomenon (Dang, 2018; Lurquin & Miyake, 2017; and
see “Limitation 3” below). Second, studies unrelated to physical en-
durance performance were excluded, which limits the generalization
of the conclusions to other domains of physical performance. Third,
the effects in the ego-depletion task and the mental-fatigue task were
interpreted as being similar based on a nonsignificant correlation. Yet,
the absence of significance is not evidence of the absence of effect
(Harms & Lakens, 2018). Fourth, recent results showed that a longer
initial depletion task induced greater detrimental effects on a subse-
quent physical task (Boat et al., 2020). These results are not congruent
with the results of Giboin and Wolff (2019) that showed no evidence
of an effect of duration, which was shorter in the ego-depletion task
compared to the mental-fatigue task.
In sum, empirical evidence is insufficient to conclude that ego

depletion and mental fatigue are a single phenomenon.

Perspective 2: Conceptualizing Self-Control Fatigue as a
Specific Type of Mental Fatigue

Mental fatigue is the feeling of tiredness or exhaustion resulting
from short (e.g., minutes, O’Keeffe et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2019;
Wright et al., 2013) or long (e.g., hours, Marcora et al., 2009; Van
Cutsem et al., 2017) periods of cognitive activity. It is associated
with tiredness, an aversion to continue the present activity, and
impaired cognitive or behavioral performance (Boksem & Tops,
2008). Mental fatigue is different from self-control fatigue (see Per-
spective 1). Specifically, any type of cognitive activity can induce
mental fatigue (e.g., memory task, Cook et al., 2007; arithmetic
task, Gergelyfi et al., 2015; puzzle task, Van der Linden et al.,
2003), whereas self-control fatigue is induced only by an effortful
self-control act aiming to resolve a motivational conflict. While
these phenomena share similarities, such as tiredness (reduced self-
control resources), aversion to continue (reduced self-control will-
ingness), or impaired performance (reduced self-control capacity),
self-control fatigue should be considered as a type of mental fatigue
specific to self-control and motivational conflict resolution. This
distinction between mental fatigue and self-control fatigue could
clarify whether previous studies should be included in the self-con-
trol fatigue literature and improve the exclusion criteria for future
meta-analyses. Moreover, this distinction could improve the accu-
racy of future study designs by focusing on the resolution of a moti-
vational conflict through an effortful self-control act.

Limitation 3: The Need for Triggering Effortful
Strategies to Resolve a Motivational Conflict

In the ego-depletion literature, depleting and measurement
tasks were often chosen without strong theoretical or empirical

justification, but rather because, for example, they “have been used
in the depletion literature” (Vohs et al., 2021; p. 5). Such a task
identification procedure has poor scientific value and does not
ensure that it actually activates the processes thought to solicit,
exhaust, or capture the phenomenon of ego depletion. Often, “inap-
propriate depleting tasks” (Dang, 2018; p. 646) were chosen
“regardless of whether they could be considered as a valid opera-
tionalization of self-control” (Carter et al., 2015; p. 15). Frequently,
the tasks were “mentally demanding, requiring effort, or simply
being difficult”, but it is difficult to “unambiguously determine
whether or not [they] implicate self-control, and determine whether
one should expect a significant ego-depletion effect” (Lurquin &
Miyake, 2017, p. 2). For example, in the multilab replication by
Hagger et al. (2016), the task “did not involve self-regulation”
(Baumeister & Vohs, 2016a; see Drummond & Philipp, 2017 for
criticisms regarding this paper). Accordingly, caution should be
taken when considering letter-cancellation tasks, as they “may not
be a suitable inducer of ego depletion” (Wimmer et al., 2019, p.
345), “have not been independently validated as effective measures
of self-control” (Lurquin & Miyake, 2017, p. 2), and failed (through
frequentist and Bayesian statistics) to induce ego depletion in two
multilab studies (Hagger et al., 2016; Vohs et al., 2021).

Moreover, such task selection procedures could perpetuate tasks
with low validity and reliability. For example, the letter-e task
showed inefficiency across two multilab studies (Hagger et al.,
2016; Vohs et al., 2021) despite criticism in the past. Specifically,
the authors considered that “the e-crossing task is generally con-
sidered not” “depleting,” “thus questioning its effectiveness”
(Dang, 2016, p. 1). To date, and despite empirical evidence against
it, especially against its electronic versions, letter-cancellation
tasks have been supported only by theoretical arguments (e.g.,
Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2016), but there is still no strong empiri-
cal evidence supporting an association between performance in
such tasks and any aspect of self-control. As such, using a task
only because it has been used in past research may lead to a waste
of resources (ktotal = 59, Ntotal = 5,672 in the case of the letter-e
task). Other examples of questionable tasks exist (e.g., symbol-
counting tasks, Lin et al., 2020; labyrinth tasks, Martijn et al.,
2007), and we hope the discussion proposed here could help
researchers to better identify them.

Finally, from a replicability perspective, task selection based on
use in the past accumulates direct replications that inform about
procedure (un)reliability, instead of conceptual replications, that
inform about theory reliability (Crandall & Sherman, 2016).

According to the integrative model of self-control (Kotabe &
Hofmann, 2015), commonly used tasks may be suboptimal for
three reasons to induce a motivational conflict resolved by a self-
control act. This model proposes that three distinct motivations are
involved in a self-control act: the desire (e.g., immediate motiva-
tion to think about a white bear or to eat a sweet cake) and the
higher-order goal (e.g., motivation to perform well at a task or to
eat healthy), which are in the activation cluster and induce a moti-
vational conflict; and the self-control motivation (i.e., motivation
to perform a self-control act to resolve the motivational conflict),
which is in the exertion cluster.

First, authors (Baumeister et al., 1998; Kotabe & Hofmann,
2015) have stressed that the stronger the desire, the stronger the
motivational conflict, and thus, the more effortful the self-control
act. However, most studies operationalized desire with neutral
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stimuli such as a letter to not cross (e.g., letter “e” if followed by a
vowel, Hagger et al., 2010; 2016). Other studies aimed to trigger a
motivational conflict with a neutral inducer such as tedious tasks
causing a desire to stop persisting (Finkel et al., 2006). Designs
based on neutral stimuli and neutral desire inducers could call into
question whether participants truly experienced a desire or not. To
our knowledge, no studies assessed participants’ desire (e.g., no
study asked participants the extent to which they desired to cross
out the letters “e” or would prefer to quit the task). Additionally, if
these “neutral” designs induced a desire, we could question their
validity. For example, is a desire triggered by a neutral inducer de-
sirable enough to activate an effortful self-control act compared to
a desire triggered by an effective inducer? This question is impor-
tant because most ego-depletion studies, including famous replica-
tion failures (e.g., Hagger et al., 2016; Vohs et al., 2021) did use
neutral inducers.
Second, in the integrative self-control model, the higher-order

goal that promotes a conflict is “pursued intentionally and associ-
ated with declarative expectations of long-term benefits” (Kotabe
& Hofmann, 2015; p. 619). Moreover, studies stressed that auton-
omous goals, which are important for the self (e.g., want-to moti-
vation), were associated more with effortful self-control acts than
with controlled goals, which are not important for the self (have-to
motivation; Converse et al., 2019; Milyavskaya et al., 2015).
Finally, studies on self-control excluded participants who did not
report a goal that was important to them. They considered that
desires proposed would not be conflictual, thus individuals might
not develop a self-control act (e.g., participants who considered
healthy diet or physical activity as not really important for them,
Cheval et al., 2017; Fishbach et al., 2003). Despite the importance
of a higher-order goal for motivational conflict and effortful self-
control, ego-depletion studies usually do not consider what type of
goal is endorsed by participants. If an individual experiences a
desire that does not threaten a goal important for the self, an effort-
ful self-control act may be unlikely, making self-control fatigue
potentially unlikely to occur.
Third, most ego-depletion studies assumed that participants

endorsed a high self-control motivation and persisted throughout
the depleting tasks with the highest performance possible. Except
for rare studies (e.g., Vohs et al., 2021), most research did not
assess self-control motivation to verify this statement. Moreover,
to our knowledge, no study investigated whether individuals truly
persisted during the depleting tasks. Common manipulation checks
include perceptions such as fatigue, difficulty, effort, or frustration
(e.g., Dang et al., 2021; Hagger et al., 2016; Vohs et al., 2021) but
not performance during the depleting tasks. Without information
on self-control motivation, and the persistence of effortful self-
control during the depleting tasks, it could be tricky to estimate
whether ego depletion was likely or not. These factors should be
controlled for in future studies.
Taken together, these limitations may have unduly contributed

to reject the existence of the ego depletion phenomenon.

Perspective 3.1: Pre-Tests

To improve the validity of self-control fatigue task selection, we
encourage the implementation of pretests. Some studies have al-
ready proposed solutions to improve task validity, such as using
executive-function tasks (Duckworth & Kern, 2011) because

executive functions are associated with self-control (see Hofmann
et al., 2012; for a review). While this first step toward choosing
valid self-control fatigue tasks is important, it may not be
sufficient.

To ensure that the tasks trigger an effortful self-control act to
resolve a motivational conflict, we propose three approaches. The
first could be to compare the performance on the task to be vali-
dated, using metrics such as RT, accuracy or errors, with self-con-
trol correlates such as the trait self-control scale (Tangney et al.,
2004), the temptation-avoidance scale (Ent et al., 2015), or the
effortful control scale (Atherton et al., 2020). The second could be
to investigate whether performance in the tested task is associated
with self-reported measures of self-control in daily life. For exam-
ple, performance on a Stroop task is related to perceived resistance
(Hofmann et al., 2014), which is a self-control act resolving moti-
vational conflict in daily life (e.g., Hofmann et al., 2012; Ozaki et
al., 2017). A third approach could be to investigate whether per-
formance in the tested task is associated with performance in con-
flict-resolution cognitive tasks. For example, the mouse-tracking
technique has been used to activate a motivational conflict and test
its resolution, which has been shown to be related to self-control
(Georgii et al., 2020; Stillman et al., 2018). Such preliminary vali-
dation approaches could further improve the reliability of self-con-
trol fatigue studies.

Perspective 3.2: Assessing the Affective Charge of the
Tasks Among Individuals With Higher-Order Goals

According to the literature, affectively charged stimuli could
increase the motivational conflict, by increasing the desire strength
because of the innate motivation they carry (e.g., automatic
approach-avoidance tendencies; Kemps et al., 2013; Krieglmeyer
& Deutsch, 2010). Studies based on affective executive-function
tasks (i.e., with affectively charged stimuli) have shown that cog-
nitive processes related to the self-control capacity (e.g., attention,
inhibition) are influenced by affective stimuli. For example, stim-
uli associated with high-calorie food stimuli or sedentary stimuli
induced slower RT, less attention bias, poorer inhibition, and a
higher recruitment of inhibition processes than when associated
with low-calorie food stimuli or physical activity stimuli (Carbine
et al., 2017; Cheval et al., 2020; 2021; Mas et al., 2019; 2020).
Accordingly, affectively charged inducers seem more likely than
neutral inducers to bring about a motivational conflict, and thus, to
trigger an effortful self-control act to override the default response,
potentially inducing self-control fatigue. To this day, the only em-
pirical evidence supporting the notion that affective stimuli induce
stronger self-control fatigue comes from a meta-analysis showing
that depleting affectively charged tasks (i.e., food-temptation task)
induced the highest effect size (d = .63; Dang, 2018), but was
associated with high heterogeneity (95%CI [.29, .98], I2 = 63.09).
The effect of affectively charged stimuli should be investigated in
the future through validated self-control tasks (e.g., pretested
affective executive-function tasks). This research line comparing
the effect of affectively charged stimuli to that of neutral stimuli
could be initiated based on validated affective executive-function
tasks such as the emotional stop-signal task (Pawliczek et al.,
2013), the affective set-shifting task (Mobbs et al., 2008), or the
affective go/no-go task (e.g., Carbine et al., 2017).
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Because ego-depletion studies usually triggered a conflict with
no higher-order goal, or goals that were not important for the self,
they could have induced a cognitive conflict (i.e., a conflict between
two cognitive processes) rather than a motivational conflict (i.e., a
conflict between two motivations; Fillmore & Vogel-Sprott, 2000).
The tasks used in these studies could have therefore not have
required self-control. Future studies should consider what higher-
order goal is threatened during the fatiguing task, and include par-
ticipants who report a higher-order goal important for them, as
some self-control studies did (e.g., Fishbach et al., 2003). For exam-
ple, researchers could include only participants with a higher-order
goal toward a healthy diet, and threaten this goal with affective ex-
ecutive-function tasks depicting unhealthy food (e.g., affective go/
no-go with “go” stimuli associated with pictures of healthy food,
and “no-go” stimuli associated with pictures of unhealthy food).
Finally, self-control fatigue studies could assess participants’ self-

control motivation during or right after the fatiguing task to investi-
gate whether performance during the fatiguing task (i.e., a persistence
marker) is associated with self-control fatigue in the subsequent task.
To our knowledge, few studies have investigated self-control motiva-
tion to perform a self-control act (e.g., Vohs et al., 2021) or tested if
self-control during the initial task and its potential decline is related
to self-control in the subsequent task. For example, future self-control
fatigue studies could assess self-control motivation continuously
(e.g., each minute) during the fatiguing task to estimate whether indi-
viduals remain motivated for the effortful self-control act or not, and
could investigate the extent to which persistence markers of the
effortful self-control act during the fatiguing task (e.g., error-rate evo-
lution) are related to self-control fatigue on the subsequent task.4

Table 2 summarizes the methodological limitation of the ego-deple-
tion literature, and the perspectives for self-control fatigue research.

Conclusion

When a theory is falsified, scientists can revise or reject it
(Dienes, 2008; Lakatos, 1978; Popper, 1935). In past years, the low

replicability of ego-depletion has led many scientists to reject it.
Yet, this low replicability applies mostly to studies suffering from
theoretical and methodological limitations. To overcome them,
researchers in the field need to reach a consensus on a definition.
Based on a contemporary self-control definition (e.g., Gillebaart,
2018); we suggested one where self-control fatigue refers to the
temporary reduction in self-control resources, willingness and/or
capacity, resulting from an initial effortful self-control act, and
impairing a subsequent effortful self-control act. With this innova-
tive approach, we aim to test it as a whole, overcoming the limita-
tions of ego-depletion literature through the investigation of the
auxiliary hypotheses that are related to the three core assumptions
of the theory (i.e., shift in self-control resources, willingness, and
capacity).The propositions we have made are not without limita-
tions. First, most of the ego-depletion literature is not in line with
the self-control definition we propose, and few of them used meth-
odologies consistent with our propositions (e.g., multicomponent
approaches, validated affectively charged self-control tasks). Con-
sequently, even if some studies support the self-control fatigue
theory, our suggestions require extensive empirical evidence. Sec-
ond, some arguments are based on propositions from a group of
ego-depletion researchers who share our perspectives, but could be
in opposition with other authors. Nevertheless, our theoretical per-
spectives are also supported by recent empirical results. For exam-
ple, a promising mental-fatigue study (Mlynski et al., 2021) showed
that the decrease in behavioral restraint capacity (i.e., inhibitory
control, that could serve as an operationalization of self-control
capacity) can be explained by multiple interacting mechanisms,
among which the motivation to restraint, which could be considered
as an operationalization of self-control motivation, has proven to be
particularly relevant. However, the study by Mlynski et al. (2021)
does not fully relate to the self-control fatigue theory. First, the
study was conducted in a mental-fatigue context, not a self-control

Table 2
Summary of the Practical Limitations of the Ego-Depletion Literature and Perspectives for Self-Control Fatigue Research

Practical limitations of the ego-depletion literature Perspectives for self-control fatigue research

Limitation 1: The need for accurate, comprehensive, and falsifiable defini-
tions. Ego-depletion definitions are often vague. These definitions often
disregard the importance of effortful self-control strategies and motiva-
tional conflict.

Perspective 1: Acknowledging self-control, effortful self-control strategies,
and motivational conflict to define self-control fatigue. Define self-control
fatigue as a temporary-impaired act of self-control caused by an initial
effortful self-control act that aimed to resolve a motivational conflict and
that decreased self-control resources, willingness, and/or capacity.

Limitation 2: The need for a clear distinction between self-control fatigue,
cognitive effort, and mental fatigue. Ego depletion is often confused
with mental fatigue.

Perspective 2: Conceptualizing self-control fatigue as a specific type of men-
tal fatigue. Self-control fatigue is specific to motivational conflict resolu-
tion and could be induced by an initial self-control act aiming to resolve
such conflict.

Limitation 3: The need for triggering effortful strategies to resolve a moti-
vational conflict and observe ego depletion. The theoretical rationale
underlying ego-depletion task selection is often insufficient. Ego-deple-
tion studies often ignore, and never controlled for, the two components
of a motivational conflict (i.e., desire, higher-order goal important for
the self) and the self-control motivation. Studies often try to induce ego-
depletion with tasks using a neutral inducer of desire (e.g., neutral stim-
uli), which could be suboptimal.

Perspective 3.1: Pretests of self-control fatigue task. Pretest the relations
between selected task and self-control correlates (e.g., individual differen-
ces in self-control, daily life conflict resolution performance, performance
among conflict resolution task).

Perspective 3.2: Assessing the affective charge of the tasks, among individu-
als with higher-order goal. Consider the role of desire strength, the higher-
order goal type (i.e., autonomous or controlled), the self-control motiva-
tion, and the self-control persistence among fatiguing tasks to understand
the phenomenon. Investigate the effect of affective desire inducer (e.g.,
affective stimuli) threatening and autonomous goal on self-control fatigue
research.

4 See “Perspective 4.1.” in the Supplementary Material 1.
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one (e.g., no motivational conflict to resolve, extrinsic motivation,
neutral cognitive tasks). Second, the authors stressed the importance
of components such as behavioral restraint difficulty and behavioral
restraint effort, which have not yet been explored in the ego-deple-
tion literature. Finally, the authors investigated the role of the com-
ponents’ absolute score on fatigue rather than the role of the
components’ relative score (i.e., the role of the shift of these com-
ponents’ score between before and after the fatiguing task) as pro-
posed here. Nevertheless, the findings from Mlynski et al. (2021)
provides important perspectives that need to be investigated in
future studies to further extend the self-control fatigue theory (see
“Perspective 4.1.” are in Supplementary Material 2 for a discussion
on some work from these authors).
To conclude, we consider that if researchers could reach a consen-

sus on using an accurate, comprehensive, and falsifiable definition,
conceptualizing self-control fatigue as a specific type of mental fa-
tigue, and using tasks that have proven to trigger a motivational con-
flict requiring effortful strategies to be resolved, it could improve self-
control fatigue studies’ rigor, replicability, and falsifiability because of
reduced flexibility in designs, definitions and outcomes (Ioannidis,
2005). It could also pave the way for further consensus proposals, and
contribute to discussions about self-control fatigue. Ultimately, mov-
ing from narrow and limited investigations of ego depletion, toward
comprehensive and more rigorous investigations of self-control fa-
tigue can help to explore and understand this phenomenon.
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